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ATLANTA FILM
INDUSTRY LOGISTICS &
WAREHOUSE STORAGE
SERVICES
What We Bring to the Table

• 260,000 Sq. Ft Warehousing &
Distribution Center
• In-House Fleet for Final Mile
Pickup & Delivery
• Professional Warehouse &
Project Management Staff to
Oversee Your Project
• Technology Driven Inventory
Management
• Infrastructure (Racks, Forklifts,
Staff) Provided

Our Philosophy
Each project is unique with very specific
goals and measures; you can expect the
exact same from our approach. Whether
your project is large or small, new or
refreshed, MyPorter has a service or
solution for you. We execute projects with
quality and integrity – on time and on
budget.

Codee Burton
O: 404.574.4641
C: 678.910.1842
E: commercial@myporter.com
W: www.myportercommercial.com

CORE OFFERINGS:
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Turn-Key
Core
Offerings:Film Logistics & Storage Solutions in Atlanta

MyPorter is far from just dead storage. All of the
following are available (a la carte) for your needs:
Procuring and installing furniture and equipment is not as simple as making the purchase. How assets
 Inventory Management and Control (FIFO & FILO)
travel from manufacturer to being received at the office space to installation if often a multi-stage
 Freight Shipping / Receiving
 Cross-Docking
 Atlanta Satellite Fulfillment & Distribution
 Capacity Augmentation
Office Installation and Renovation (F&E)

Atlanta Final Mile Pickup and Delivery Services
MyPorter's Atlanta distribution centers are within 20
minutes of city-center in the markets we service. For
sensitive equipment and props that must be delivered
quickly, MyPorter can serve as a forward stocking, Atlanta
satellite fulfillment and distribution center to reduce
delivery times to the set.
Cast & Crew Atlanta Moving and Storage Services
MyPorter also maintains a residential division capable of
moving and storing personal effects. Moving trucks can
back up to one of our 50+ dock doors and MyPorter can
distribute through the city as needed. We also pickup
directly from the apartment or home.

C O M M E R C I A L

CASE IN POINT

Atlanta Film Industry Relocation Firm Uses MyPorter for High Profile Cast Relocation
The Challenge
A relocation firm contacted MyPorter about a confidential, high level cast member leasing an
Atlanta home for over year during a local shoot. The personal effects of the cast member were
already en-route from Los Angeles and the agency needed a partner who could receive the
furniture and personal effects, QA the condition of the goods, and then ultimately deliver and
install the items in the rental home. To complicate matters, the owner of the rental required that
anything moved in his home must be photographed and returned to its exact place prior the
cast member moving in.
How we Helped
To proactively address these issues, MyPorter sent a project manager to the home to evaluate
the location. Working with relocation agency, MyPorter delivered a flexible solution that
accurately measured monthly storage pricing based on reduction in inventory levels and a flat,
easily understood fee for delivery.
Results
The project went extremely smoothly with the new home installation resulting in a well-run
operation and secure storage for highly personal effects. The client is gearing up to use
MyPorter on another project in the Atlanta area.

"We've had alot of bad experience with
logistics firms but these guys are
highly competent. Bravo!"
- Move Manager, Atlanta Film Firm

To find out more, contact:
commercial@myporter.com | 404.574.4641

